Interference and the representation of order within associations.
In the presence of interference, recall of pairs can critically depend on the diagnostic power of memory of the order of items within the pair. Models of pair memory make different assumptions about whether and how such order information is stored, from convolution-based models, which assume no explicit storage of order, to matrix models and several models that assume a pair is learned by concatenating the representations of the constituent items, which lead to perfect within-pair order memory (given retrieval of the pair). Here we investigate memory for associations and within-pair order by examining the relationship between forward and backward probes of pairs subject to order-dependent associative interference in a double-function list paradigm. Associative interference disrupted the high correlation between forward and backward recall accuracy that is typically observed in standard paired-associate learning, challenging matrix and concatenation-based models. However, participants could overcome some interference due to within-pair order ambiguity, challenging directionally ambiguous convolution-based models. Unexpectedly, the test-retest correlation was reduced for pairs under the influence of interference compared to control pairs. This finding is incompatible with all existing implementations of the model classes we consider. Any model must include an assumption that order encoding (but not retrieval) is unreliable, and the form of this additional mechanism may depend intimately on how a given model is designed. In sum, our findings suggest that within-pair order memory is neither poor nor perfect, pointing to a fallible mechanism for within-pair order learning in verbal association-memory tasks.